Introduction
The plethora of applications and information available on the Web is overwhelming and calls for efficient approaches to access and organize them. There has been a long-standing research on adaptive systems that can reflect on the needs and contexts of users. Acquired techniques have been applied successfully on the development of a variety of adaptive web systems (Brusilovsky and Maybury, 2002) providing context-tailored user experiences in terms of content (e.g., (Micarelli and Sciarrone, 2004) ), as well as, presentation (e.g., interface (Hervas and Bravo, 2011) ), and behavior (e.g., (Dang et al., 2008) ). Adaptation and personalization, however, is only one side of the coin in which the user environment is considered to be a mere input for the user experience. On the other side, with a constructivist approach (Fosnot, 1996; Yang, 2001) , Wild et al. (2008) consider the environment as an output of the user experience. Moreover, taking the open nature of context into account (Greenberg, 2001) , it is impossible to define adaptation rules for all eventualities (Soylu et al., 2011a) . In keeping with this perspective, providing end-users with appropriate means to reflect on their own state of affairs becomes an integral requirement. In this article, we are interested in the realization of personal (digital) environments. We define a personal environment as an individual's space of applications, data sources etc. in which she is engaged on a regular basis for personal and/or professional purposes. The individual at the centre modifies her environment through interacting with it, intending to positively influence her social, self, methodological, and professional competences and to change her potentials for future action and experience (Wild et al., 2008) .
Considering traditional web experience, users are either tied to a single application (cf. (Knutov et al., 2009 )) or they have to manage a set of applications, data sources etc. on their own with limited scaffolding support (e.g., iGoogle) or lack thereof (e.g., with bookmarking (van Harmelen, 2008) ). To fill this gap, we consider exploiting the mashup approach. Although the idea of mashups is not new, nowadays it attracts researchers and practitioners more. This is mainly due to the shift and advancements in web technologies, such as Web 2.0, RESTful services, the Semantic Web, widgets etc. (cf. (Ankolekar et al., 2008; Baresi and Guinea, 2010; Sheth et al., 2007) ). The mashup era has emerged in response to the challenge of integrating existing services, data sources, and tools to generate new applications and gained an increasing emphasis due to the ever-growing heterogeneous application market. In this respect, user interface (UI) mashups play a scaffolding role for building personal environments and can support cognitive processes, like fostering reflection, awareness, control and command of the environment. Nevertheless, the large body of work in this area focuses on service/data level integration and leaves UI level integration, hence UI mashups, almost unexplored. Mashups are usually realized either through a seamless integration, in which only the resulting application is known by the end-users, or through integration of original services, data sources, and tools, particularly in terms of widgets, into the same graphical space, in which participating applications and data sources are identifiable by the end-users. The former composes a unified functionality or data presentation/source from the original sources. The latter generates digital environments in which participating sources exist as individual entities. However, the true integration can only be realized through enabling widgets to be responsive to the events happening in each other. We call such an integration widget orchestration and the resulting application mashup by orchestration.
This article aims at exploring and addressing challenges regarding the realization of widget-based UI mashups and UI level integration, prominently in terms of widget orchestration (i.e., mashups by orchestration), and to assess their suitability for the creation of web-based personal environments. To this end, we provide a holistic view on mashups and a theoretical grounding for widget-based personal environments. We identify the following challenges: widget interoperability, end-user data mobility as a basis for manual widget orchestration, user behavior mining -for extracting behavioral patterns -as a basis for automated widget orchestration, and infrastructure. We introduce functional widget F o r R e v i e w O n l y 3 Page interfaces (FWI) for application interoperability, exploit semantic web technologies for data interoperability, and realize end-user data mobility on top of this interoperability framework. We employ semantically enhanced workflow/process mining techniques, along with Petri nets as a formal ground, for user behavior mining. We outline a reference platform and architecture, compliant with our strategies, and extend W3C's widget specification respectively -prominently with a communication channel -to fill the standardization gap and to foster the re-usability of widgets and the development of standardized widget-based environments. We evaluate our solution approaches regarding the interoperability and infrastructure, through a qualitative comparison with respect to existing literature, and provide a computational evaluation of our behavior mining approach. We realize a prototype for a widget-based personal learning environment (WIPLE) for foreign language learning to demonstrate the feasibility of our solution strategies. The prototype is also used as a basis for the user assessment of widget-based personal environments and widget orchestration.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the mashup landscape, widgets, widget-based personal environments, widget orchestration, and notable challenges. In Section 3, the related work is presented. The proposed solution strategies are described in Section 4 and evaluated and discussed with respect to relevant literature in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article and refers to future work.
Mashups, Widgets and Personal Environments
The essence of UI mashups, for personal environments, is that they provide a unified interaction experience over a common graphical space for a collection of distributed digital entities and necessary affordances to blend functionalities of these entities and to stimulate exploration of new possibilities. Therefore, UI mashups are anticipated to play a key role for the realization of personal environments. Being completed with orchestration, they are intended not only to enhance but also to augment the end-user experience. There are particular characteristics which we deem important for personal environments based on UI mashups (Giovannella et al., 2010; Mödritscher et al., 2011; Soylu et al., 2010b) : (1) open: a user can add/remove an entity to his environment at anytime, (2) clustered: a user can organize entities in his environment into different groups, (3) demand-driven: the behavior of the environment and entities are based on the explicit or implicit demands of the user, and (4) loosely coupled: entities available in the environment are independent from each other. In this context, we consider widgets, grounded on standards, as the building blocks of UI mashups and personal environments due to their promising suitability to meet the aforementioned characteristics. In what follows, a meta-level understanding of the overall picture, with a futuristic perspective, is depicted.
The mashup landscape
Mashups can be categorized into different types. We set forth two particular interlinked perspectives here. On the one hand, we categorize mashups into two types from an enduser point of view: the box type (cf. service/data mashups) and the dashboard type mashups (cf. UI mashups) (Soylu et al., 2010b) . The former is realized through a seamless integration combining different applications and data sources into a single user experience, in which only the resulting application is known and perceived by the end-users. The latter is realized through the integration of original applications and data sources, particularly in terms of widgets, into the same graphical space (e.g., browser), in which participating applications and data sources can be perceived and identified by the end-users. On the other hand, from a technical point of view, we categorize mashups with respect to the source and integration approach as depicted in Figure 1 . The source-wise categorization includes (1) service mashups (e.g., (Benslimane et al., 2008) ), (2) data mashups (e.g., (Tummarello et al., 2010) ), (3) tool mashups (e.g., (Kopecky et al., 2008) ), and (4) hybrid mashups (e.g., (Soylu et al., ). Service and data mashups are based on integration of services and data sources respectively. Tool mashups are similar to the service mashups; however, they are based on end-user applications with GUIs and the integration is carried out by extracting and driving the functionality of applications from their end-user interfaces (e.g., HTML forms). Hybrid mashups combine these three sources.
Figure 1. The mashup landscape: (1) service mashups by composition, (2) data mashups by composition, (3) tool mashups by composition, (4) hybrid mashups by composition of services, data, and tools, (5) mashups by orchestration, (6) applications with GUIs, and (7) widget run-time environment (client-side of a widget platform supporting execution of widgets -e.g., browser with a widget engine and API based on JavaScript).
The integration-wise categorization is linked with and similar to the end-user perspective and includes (1) mashups by composition and (2) mashups by orchestration (see Figure 2) . The difference with the end-user perspective lays in its emphasis upon the form of functional integration rather than the end-user perception. The former (i.e., by composition) composes a unified functionality or data presentation/source through a seamless functional integration of aggregated sources. The resulting mashup is a new application and participating sources are components of this new application. The latter (i.e., by orchestration) refers to the integration of aggregated resources into the same graphical space in a way that they are independent from each other in terms of functionality and interface. The source applications and data sources are aggregated possibly in terms of widgets through a manual or automated widgetization process. In this respect, if the end application is a widget, an instance of mashup by composition might become an element of an instance of mashup by orchestration. The resulting mashup is a digital environment in which participating sources exist as individual entities. The true functional integration can only be realized through enabling widgets to be responsive to the events triggered by other widgets. We call such an integration 'widget orchestration'. Our focus is on (semi-)automatic orchestration, that is enabling widget platform to learn user behavioral patterns through harnessing event logs and, upon initiation of a pattern, (semi-)automatically executing the corresponding pattern flow, i.e., an ordered, parallel etc. set of widget actions. The automation process also requires the communication of relevant data through the flow.
Widget-based UI mashups for personal environments
The idea of widgets has existed in various forms such as badgets, gadgets, flakes, portlets etc., and differentiates with respect to the underlying technology, the availability of backend services and so on. In this paper, we are interested in web widgets. Typically, a web widget (cf. (Cáceres, 2011; Zhiqing et al., 2010) ) is a portable, self-contained, full-fledged, and mostly client-side application. It is hosted online and provides a minimal set of functionality (with/without backend services) through considerably less complex and less comprehensive user interfaces. Widgets are expected to be re-usable, which is achieved by enabling widgets to be embedded in different platforms satisfying certain standards and specifications (e.g., W3C widget specifications (Cáceres, 2011) ). Various technologies can be used to implement widgets (notably HTML and JavaScript, Java Applets, Flash etc.), but cross-platform and device support is crucial due to re-usability considerations. Some widgets are developed for generic purposes such as clock, calendar etc. widgets for specific platforms (e.g., for Windows 7), mostly, without re-usability and portability concerns. More advanced widgets are developed for specific purposes either from scratch or as a micro version of already existing applications (see Figure 3) . As an example of the latter, Figure 3 shows a web application called 'mediatic' (http://www.kuleuven-kulak.be/mediatic/ -a foreign language learning tool providing video materials) and its widgetized form that we have developed. A widget platform is required to support execution of multiple widgets over a common space. A widget-based environment can be populated by an end-user or pre- 6 Page populated by a programmer or super-user. Widgets can be populated into a single space, or multiple working spaces can be created to cluster related widgets (e.g., one space for language learning, one for entertainment etc.). During a normal web navigation experience a typical user finds, re-uses, and mixes data by switching between different web applications being accessed either from different browser instances or tabs. Normally, every regular web user generates her own portfolio of applications (implicitly or explicitly -e.g., through bookmarking (van Harmelen, 2008) ) over time. Therefore, for a regular user, one can expect to observe behavioral patterns representing regularly performed actions and activities over the applications in her portfolio (e.g., a user watches videos in a video sharing application and publishes the ones she likes in a social networking application). Widget-based environments can facilitate such a user experience by allowing users to access their portfolios through a common graphical space, where each application or data source is represented as a widget, and allows users to create their own personal environments. At a conceptual level, a web-based personal (digital) environment (cf. Jongtaek and Haas, 2010; Severance et al., 2008) ) can be seen as a user-derived sub-ecosystem where member entities come from the Web (the ultimate medium for the supreme digital ecosystem). This is because, indeed, personal environments can be intertwined with the physical world, since the member entities are not limited to web applications and digital data sources anymore. It includes any physical entity, e.g., devices, people etc., having a digital presence (cf. (Kindberg et al., 2002) ). A variety of devices, like mobile phones, tablet PCs, intelligent household appliances, etc. are expected to be connected to the Internet (or to local networks through wired/wireless technologies like Bluetooth etc.) and serve their functionalities through Web and Web-based technologies, e.g., via RESTful APIs (Dillon et al., 2011; Dillon et al., 2009) . Therefore, various Internet-connected devices can be part of the personal environments through widgets acting as a medium of virtual encapsulation. This allows users to merge their physical and digital environments into a complete ecosystem (i.e., personal and pervasive) and to organize interaction and data flow between them (Soylu et al., 2010a) .
In widget-based personal environments, the user experience can be enhanced in several ways, notably, (1) by enabling data, provided by a user or appearing as a result of her actions in a widget, to be consumable by other widgets, particularly, in terms of end-user data mobility (i.e., enabling an end-user to copy content from one widget to another effortlessly) and (2) by automating the execution of regular user actions by learning user behavioral patterns from the logs generated as a result of users actions. We see such interplay between widgets -or web sources in general -as an orchestration process. Widget orchestration can happen in various forms in a widget-based environment. We consider followings of crucial importance: (1) user-driven: users manually copy data from one widget to the other and initiate the target widgets. The manual process can be enhanced through facilitating the end-user data mobility (e.g., select, copy, and paste with drag & drop from widget to widget), (2) system-driven: the system learns user behavioral patterns by monitoring events (each corresponds to a user action) and data emerging as a result and then handles data mapping, transportation, and widget initiation processes (semi-)automatically, (3) designdriven: a programmer, a super-user, or even an end-user pre-codes widget behaviors, e.g., which widget should react to which event and how, and (4) hybrid: similar to the systemdriven orchestration, the system learns user behavioral patterns; however, the control is shared (cf. (Spiekermann, 2008; Valjataga and Laanpere, 2010) ) by means of user mediation, recommendations etc. For instance, instead of going for an immediate automation, the user is provided with recommendations and the automation only happens if the user decides to follow a particular suggestion. This paper focuses on system-driven widget orchestration.
However, system-driven widget orchestration faces us with several challenges.
(1) Widget interoperability: (a) application interoperability -in order to enable widgets to be responsive to the user actions happening in other widgets, a loose functional integration is necessary. Since widgets are developed by different independent parties, standards and generic approaches are required to ensure loose coupling, (b) data interoperability -widgets need to share data, particularly during a functional interplay. Since widgets do not have any pre-knowledge about the structure and semantics of data provided by other widgets, standards and generic approaches are required to enable widgets to consume data coming from other widgets. (2) User behavior mining: each user action within widgets can be represented with an event. Algorithms that are able to learn user behavioral patterns, i.e., structure (topology) and routing criteria, from the logged events and circulated data are required along with a formal representation paradigm to share, analyze, and present behavioral patterns. (3) Infrastructure: the abovementioned challenges require any platform, on which the widgets run, to be part of possible solution strategies (e.g., how heterogeneous applications communicate events and data). Standardization will enable different communities and parties to develop their own compliant widgets and platforms. It will enable end-users to create their own personal environments by populating heterogeneous applications and data sources and by orchestrating them. In this respect, specification of a generic communication channel for widgets is of crucial importance to enable integration. The aforementioned challenges are also in the core of the successful realization of other widget orchestration strategies and widget-based environments in general, notably, user-driven orchestration through end-user data mobility.
Related Work and Discussion
There exists a considerable amount of work on mashups by composition due to the popularity of web service composition, e.g., (Benslimane et al., 2008; Kopecky et al., 2008; Sheth et al., 2007; Taivalsaari, 2009; Tummarello et al., 2010) ; however, there is a limited work on UI mashups. At this point, we remark that approaches using visual constructs (e.g., widget like) and programming support for the construction of mashups by composition (e.g., service, data etc.) should be distinguished from UI mashups (e.g., (Baresi and Guinea, 2010; Cappiello et al., 2011) ). In conjunction with the rising popularity of widgets and W3C widget specifications (e.g., (Cáceres, 2011) ), the use of widgets for UI mashups and personal environments gained attraction (e.g., (Govaerts et al., 2011; Nelkner, 2009; Sire et al., 2009; Soylu et al., 2011b) ). Yet, first examples are proprietary such as Yahoo widgets, Google gadgets, Open Social gadgets etc. and integration is mostly limited (i.e., functional interplay). In more advanced approaches, particularly, Intel Mash Maker (Ennals et al., 2007) , mashArt (Daniel et al., 2009) , and Mashlight (Baresi and Guinea, 2010) , IU mashups are developed manually by a developer or a skilled user, notably with visual programming support (cf. (Shu, 1989) ). The main problems with these approaches are that they are mainly design-driven (including data mappings, flow structure and routing) and not truly appropriate for naive end-users. Another handicap is that they mostly provide limited compliance on the W3C's widget specification family or do not describe any possible extension.
Regarding approaches based on widget interoperability, in the current literature, the trend is towards inter-widget communication (IWC) Govaerts et al., 2011; Laga et al., 2010; Nelkner, 2009; Pohja, 2010; Sire et al., 2009; Wu and Krishnaswamy, 2010) in which basically an event is delivered to relevant widgets (i.e., unicast -to a single receiver, multicast -to multiple receivers, or broadcast -to all possible receivers) whenever a user performs an action inside a widget. Multicast and broadcast are the basis of the IWC. In the former, widgets subscribe to particular events and/or particular widgets etc. and get notified accordingly while, in the latter, events are delivered to all widgets in a platform. In both cases, the receiving widgets decide whether and how they react to an event depending on the event type, content, etc. However, there exist some problems in the IWC. First of all, since widgets have to decide on which events to react and how, they are overloaded with extra business logic to realize responsiveness. Secondly, responsiveness is hard to be realized. Either widgets have pre-knowledge of each other, and hence semantics of the events they deliver, or widgets exhibit responsiveness through matching syntactic signatures of the events delivered. The former approach is not realistic because widgets are developed by different parties and in a broad and public manner. The latter is problematic in terms of its success, since syntactic signatures are simply not enough for a successful identification of relevant events. Thirdly, since each widget acts independently, without any centralized control, it is unlikely to achieve a healthy orchestration. Chaotic situations are most probably to arise in an open environment when several self-determining widgets respond to the same/different events in a distributed and uncontrolled way. Wilson et al. (2011) , in their recent work that partially coincides with our predecessor study (cf. (Soylu et al., 2011b) ), define three UI mashup models supporting widget responsiveness, namely Orchestrated UI mashups, Choreographed UI mashups, and Hybrid UI mashups. Orchestrated UI mashups refer to the case where interactions between widgets are defined explicitly and managed centrally. Event (notification of a user action in a widget) -operation (a widget behavior triggered by an event originating from another widget) mappings as well as data transformations and mappings are pre-defined by a developer (please note the conceptual difference that we have, that is by mashups by orchestration we refer to the general idea of interplaying widgets regardless of how it is realized). Choreographed UI mashups refer to the case where interactions between widgets (i.e., responsiveness) emerge from the individual decisions of widgets. This is achieved through ensuring that each widget complies with a reference topic ontology. Each widget publishes its events with respect to a reference topic ontology and widgets subscribe to the events of interest. Hybrid UI mashups refer to the case where widgets maintain a partial autonomy, that is, the interplay (i.e., responsiveness) between widgets is constrained through the central logic programmed by a developer. These three models inherit previously elaborated drawbacks for possible applications of the IWC approach. Regarding the first model, a central logic, pre-coded by a developer, constraints the open and demand-driven characteristics of personal environments in terms of user experience, that is although new widgets can be added to the environment by an end-user, it cannot truly be part of the user experience before a developer describes its role in the orchestration process. Moreover, the approach becomes inflexible since a developer is required to describe event -operation mappings as well as data mappings and transformations. The second model, being based on a reference topic ontology, is better than a purely syntactic approach, though it does not comply with the demand-driven characteristic of personal environments. One should also take it into consideration that a semantic match between an event and an operation does not guarantee that the emerging interplay is sound. Lastly, a distributed orchestration approach (with or without semantics) complicates the widget development as previously mentioned. Entry barriers for the widget development should be kept minimal. The third model maintains the drawbacks described for the previous two models and is inflexible since it requires a developer to be under full possession of the environment and the widgets.
In the current examples of widget-based environments, e.g., Govaerts et al., 2011; Nelkner, 2009; Wild et al., 2008) , the idea of interplay between widgets already exists; however, it is either pre-designed or purely based on syntactic or semantic similarities between widgets. Behavioral patterns, which are necessary to comply with the demand-driven nature of personal environments in an automated approach, are not exploited and, due to that, a formal ground for mashups by orchestration is not explored yet. In Srbljic et al. (2009) , a widget-based environment (i.e., mashups by orchestration) is used for the end-user programming of composite applications (i.e., mashups by composition). The work is particularly relevant since it aims at empowering end-users to program by demonstration which requires learning from end-user behaviors. Each source is represented as a widget and an end-user performs a set of actions over these widgets to achieve the outcome she desires. The actions of the user are monitored and a composite application is generated respectively. The algorithm employed corresponds to a part of a well known workflow mining algorithm (α-algorithm), yet a formal modeling instrument, such as Petri nets, is not utilized. Data mappings as well as the topology of composite F o r R e v i e w O n l y 9 Page application flow (e.g., parallel, sequence etc.) are provided manually by the end-user (with visual programming support tailored for skilled users). Coming back to Mashlight (Baresi and Guinea, 2010) , though being a design-driven approach, in terms of the grounding formalism, the authors employ a process model based on a directed graph. Indeed, their work is rather an example of mashups by composition based on widgets displayed in a sequential order. The authors later introduce super-widgets which are indeed containers for multiple widgets activated in parallel. The problem with this approach, in our context, is that their grounding model is proprietary and requires means for validation, verification, and sharing of patterns. In a personal environment based on widgets, facilities related to the data mobility should be designed for naive end-users while topology and routing criteria should be extracted implicitly. A formal ground is a must for validation, verification and sharing of the behavioral patterns to avoid emergence of pathological patterns, to enable possible share between users, and for visualization of the extracted patterns. Ngu et al. (2010) propose an approach that allows composition of Web-service-based and non-Web-service-based components, such as web services, web applications, widgets, portlets, Java Beans etc. Further, they propose a WSDL based approach, enriched with ontological annotations, to describe programmatic inputs and outputs of components in order to allow searching and finding complementary and compatible components. The overall approach allows users to progressively find and add components to realize a composite application through wiring the outputs and inputs of different components. The approach is based on IBM Lotus Expeditor which includes a Composite Application Editor (CAE) and Composite Application Integrator (CAI). CAI is the run-time editor which reads and manages the layout information of composite application and responsible of passing messages between components. The CAE allows assembling and wiring components. The approach presents components with UIs in a common graphical space and follows a dataflow-oriented approach rather than a task-oriented approach (i.e., mashup by compositionwhich aims at putting together a single business process for the purpose of automating a specific task). In other words, there is no specific begin and end-state, a component can start executing whenever it receives the required input, and there is no explicit control flow specified. Although the matching mechanism and the way components are put together are still more task-oriented, the data-flow oriented perspective matches the characteristics of personal environments. However, firstly, the presented approach relies on the users for designing mashups and interaction of components. Secondly, the approach do not present any specification regarding event delivery and communication; hence it remains ad-hoc. The proprietary nature of the editing and run-time environment hinders the possibility of wide acceptance of the resulting composition framework and remains weak against more ubiquitous, simple, and standard approaches, e.g., mashups, based on W3C widgets, which can simply run on any standard browser. Thirdly, the proposed approach does not provide any formal means for validation and verification of the compositions to prevent the emergence of pathological mashups. Finally, in the current shape, the proposed approach is more appropriate for creation of task-oriented mashups, mixing functional and interface integration, for enterprises and skilled users rather than personal environments for the endusers.
Regarding the architecture, the existing work is mainly repository-centric Nelkner, 2009 ). The Apache Wookie server (http://getwookie.org/) is notable in this respect. Wookie does not only host W3C widgets, but also provides basic services such as inter-widget communication (over a server-sided communication mechanism), preference management etc. Widgets access services, which are provided by the widget server, through containers in which the server places them before the delivery. Such a centralized approach is inflexible and overloads the repository by aggregating services and tasks, which should normally be provided by a client-side run-time system, to itself. Such an approach is not appropriate for a heterogeneous environment since widgets coming from different repositories cannot communicate. We believe that any possible architectural decision should be taken in compliance with existing specifications. Prominently, the W3C's widget family of specifications provides a set of standards to author, package, digitally sign, and to internationalize a widget package for the distribution and the deployment on the Web. Yet, the W3C's widget specification and the standardization process still being active, there remains major room for extensions. More specifically, with respect to the challenges described in Section 2.2, extensions are required for communication infrastructure, event delivery, functional integration, and data mobility. In Wilson et al. (2011) , the authors propose to extend the W3C's widget specification family with communication support and also with means to enable widgets to disclose their functionality for programmed orchestration support. We agree upon these extensions as asserted by our earlier work (Soylu et al., 2011b) with the difference that we the extract control logic implicitly from the user interactions. These extensions will be described in detail in Section 4.
Solution Strategies
Traditional UI mashups (e.g., (Baresi and Guinea, 2010; Ngu et al., 2010) ) are usually compositional and enterprise-oriented. They compose Web APIs and data feeds into new applications and data sources to typically serve specific situational (short-lived) needs of the users in a task-oriented manner (cf. (Yu et al., 2008) ). Each mashups by composition always have a particular task as a goal and require some manual/automated development process. Considerable amount of effort has been spent towards creating development environments to enable effortless composition, with support for data mapping, flow operations, user interface combination etc., addressing skilled users to novice users (cf. (Di Lorenzo et al., 2009) ). However, for personal environments, mashups should be employed for the orchestration of a dynamic and heterogeneous set of applications, with respect to the active data-flow, in a user-oriented manner. This is comparable to traditional desktops where users run a set of applications and manually blend their functionalities. Therefore, mahsups by orchestration follow a experience-oriented perspective and allow users to populate various applications and to orchestrate them spontaneously. There is not only a single task in mind. There is no specific start operation, ending operation, pre-defined control flow etc. In this respect, our task is not to come up with a development environment; however, what we target is a platform (e.g., operating system) which allows aggregation of applications in form of widgets and enables user-oriented widget interaction. We first provide an interoperability framework; the interoperability framework is combination of specifications for functional interfaces for widgets and semantic annotation of content, events, and interfaces in order to address application and data interoperability considerations respectively. Secondly, we propose an end-user data mobility facility, built on top of the interoperability framework, to enable the user-driven data exchange between widgets. This is particularly important since, contrary to data exchange between services, output of an application with UI (a widget in our case) is not necessarily programmatic and not all the returned content is relevant to the need of end-user. Thirdly, we propose and specify a communication channel and standard run-time services (e.g., event delivery, preference management etc.) for a widget platform, along a reference architecture to facilitate rapid realization of widget-based personal environments. Finally, we provide an algorithmic solution to enable widget platform to learn commonly executed end-user patters to automate the interplay between widgets with respect to the events occurring as a result of user interactions at UI level.
Our perspective, for personal environments, is to enable end-users to populate their own spaces and to organize and orchestrate the available entities with respect to their own changing needs. Expectedly, a design-driven model and others have their places as well (e.g., when specific experiences are required to be designed). However, with a fundamentalist approach, we first define the most generic and suitable model on which more specific models can be built. Otherwise, results are more likely to be proprietary. In this respect, the realization of an orchestration model with an open and demand-driven characteristic allows 11 Page more specific models and design tools (e.g., design-driven) to be realized upon by imposing new constraints (cf. (Baresi and Guinea, 2010) ). Here, the path we follow is to first empower end-users with generic facilities to realize user-driven orchestration, later to enable system to extract behavioral patterns from the user interactions to realize system-driven orchestration, and finally to enable the system to mediate with the end-user and/or to provide recommendations in order to realize a facilitated orchestration experience (cf. (Spiekermann, 2008) -note that the latter is not within the scope if this article).
Technically, to realize our approach, we first empower the end-users with facilities to communicate data from one widget to another (i.e., data mobility). Each widget notifies the platform, through a communication channel, whenever a user action occurs, including data exchanges. The platform stores events into the event log and monitors the log for a certain time to extract behavioral patterns. A behavioral pattern is a partial workflow with a flow structure and routing criteria. We define functional interfaces, which allow widgets to disclose their functionalities, so that the platform can automatically execute extracted patterns. The use of domain knowledge, along ontological reasoning support, and standard vocabularies, for enhancing event signatures, functional interfaces, and widget content including interactional elements (e.g., forms), improves the pattern mining (i.e., extraction) process as well as data mobility. We prefer to use and extend the W3C's widget family of specifications due to ubiquity, simplicity, and device-natural characteristics of its underlying technology (i.e., HTML, JavaScript), yet the overall strategy and proposed approaches remain generic. The foremost advantage of our approach is that widgets and widget development remain simple and complicated orchestration tasks are delegated to the platform. One can also build a design-driven model or a widget-driven distributed orchestration model on top of the main instruments of the proposed model (i.e., functional interfaces, data mobility and communication infrastructure) while keeping in line with a standard-oriented approach (cf. (Baresi and Guinea, 2010; Govaerts et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2011) ).
Widget interoperability and end-user data mobility
Regarding the application interoperability, the proposed strategy is that widgets disclose their functionalities through standardized client-sided public interfaces (e.g., JavaScript APIs) which we call functional widget interfaces (FWI) as shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Functional Widget Interfaces (FWI).
FWI allows the corresponding platform to control widgets through functional interfaces. Each function corresponds to a user action within a widget that generates an event when triggered. Event notifications and control requests are communicated between the platform and the widgets, through a communication channel, over services provided by the run-time system of the platform (see Section 4.2). Widgets can share the functionality of their APIs with the platform through a handshake process performed over a standard interface function (e.g., with WSDL) or it can be extracted from the event logs. The latter requires functionality provided with GUIs and APIs to be identical. The former is required for a design-driven approach where functionality of the widgets should be available to the users (e.g., programmer) directly.
Figure 5. Widget triggered by an event of another widget.
An example is given in Figure 5 . In this example, there are two widgets in a user's environment, namely, 'mediatic' and 'flickr' (a widget that we have developed for a Web 2.0 tool that is used to store, sort, search and share photos online -see www.flickr.com). The user watches a video material from the 'mediatic' widget with sub-titles, and when clicking on certain words of the text (e.g., the word 'car' in Figure 5 ), the 'mediatic' widget delivers an event to the platform. The platform decides on an appropriate widget to react on this event based on learned patterns. In this case the 'flickr' widget is selected. The relevant event data are extracted and communicated to the 'flickr' widget with the desired functionality. The 'flickr' widget executes the request by fetching and displaying images relevant to the word of interest. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Concerning the data interoperability, the use of domain knowledge or generic/domainspecific vocabularies enhances interoperability as well as end-user data mobility. For instance, in Figure 5 , the 'mediatic' widget announces an event informing that the noun 'car' is clicked and the 'flickr' widget is selected to respond although it accepts strings, which are of the word type. This is because, an ontological reasoning process asserts that the noun 'car' is an instance of the class 'word' since the class 'noun' is a subclass of the class 'word' as declared in the grounding ontology. A semantic approach also enhances the behavior mining as described in Section 4.3. For this purposes, on the one hand, we enhance events and function signatures with domain ontologies or vocabularies as shown in Figure 6 . On the other hand, we annotate widget content including interactional elements (e.g., forms) with domain knowledge in order to enable end-users to copy content from one widget to another by simple clicks (i.e., data mobility). Each annotated content piece is visually marked to support end-users with necessary affordance cues. An example is depicted in Figure 7 , for two widgets, namely, 'dafles' (a widget that we have developed for an online French dictionary -see http://ilt.kuleuven.be/blf/) and 'dpc' (a widget that we have developed for an online multilingual parallel corpus -see http://www.kuleuven-kulak.be/DPC/). A user looks up for the meaning of a French word in the 'dafles' widget and decides to see example sentences as well as their English translations. Therefore, she clicks on the marker of one of the items (data chunk) of the result list, and copies that item to the 'dpc' widget by clicking on the marker of the target form. We use embedded semantics technologies for in-content annotation (cf. (Adida, 2008; Bizer et al., 2009) ), e.g., microformats, RDFa, microdata, eRDF etc. They can be used for structuring content (i.e., with types and data type properties), interlinking content elements (cf. (Bizer et al., 2009 ) -i.e., a form of linked-data -with object type properties), and embedding high-level domain semantics (e.g., class -subclass relationships). Figure 8 and Figure 9 show excerpts from annotated HTML content (with RDFa, cf. (Adida, 2008) ) of the 'dafles' and 'dpc' widgets and extracted semantic data in simplified N-Triples format. The excerpt shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 belongs to the user-selected data item (cf. the lefthand side of the Figure 7) , and the target HTML form (cf. the right-hand side of the Figure 7) respectively. The visual marking of annotated content including interactional elements is dafles dpc 
Figure 8. Semantic data is extracted from an annotated HTML content (source).

Figure 9. Semantic data is extracted from an annotated HTML form (target).
In order to copy a user-selected data chunk from a source widget to a target widget, a special event 'dataSelected' (i.e., copy) is introduced to inform the platform. This standard event is only associated with the markings of non-interactional content pieces and communicates the selected data chunk as an event payload. The extracted data indeed forms a small RDF graph. Later, the user clicks on the marker of the target HTML form, and the target widget informs the platform with a special event 'formSelected' (i.e., paste). This standard event is only associated with the markings of interactional content pieces and communicates the data extracted from the target content piece (i.e., HTML form) as an event payload. The extracted data indeed can be represented as a (partially) empty graph.
HTML: dpc 1 <span about="param:p" typeof="ll:word"> 2 Zoek: 3 <div rel="ll:text" resource="param:woord"> 4 <input id="woord" type="text"/> 5 </div> 6 Taal1  7 <div rel="ll:language" resource="param:taal1"> 8 <select id="taal1"> 9 <option value="EN">EN</option> … 10 HTML: dafles 1 <span about="www.dafles.com#r1" typeof="ll:verb"> 2 <span property="ll:text">abandonner</span> 3 <span property="ll:language">FR</span> 4 </span> N-Triple: dafles 5 <dafles:r1> <rdf:type> <ll:verb>. 6 <dafles:r1> <ll:text> "abandonner". 7 <dafles:r1> <ll:language> "FR". Consequently, data mobility is achieved through graph matching (see Figure 10) . In order to do so, we first transform the empty graph into a SPARQL query (cf. Figure 10 ). We introduce a specific name space (http://itec-research.be/ns/param with prefix 'param') to define variable type resources in order to annotate form fields as shown in Figure 9 . This is an open and empty name space. Identifiers of the variable type can be defined under this name space at the time of authoring and the scope of each identifier is limited to the subject document. It is required that the form author keeps variable resource identifiers and corresponding form field identifiers identical. In this respect, the transformation starts with converting each variable type resource (e.g., "<param:p>") in each RDF statement of the triple set into SPARQL variables (e.g., "<param:p> <rdf:type> <ll:word>" becomes "?p rdf:type ll:word."). This transformed triple set, as a whole, is used to construct the WHERE clause of the SPARQL query and, finally, we construct the SELECT clause from the variable type objects of each RDF triple. We execute the resulting SPARQL query over the first RDF graph with ontological reasoning support. As a result, the empty graph is matched with the former RDF graph and the values of the form fields are set with the data matched from the source widget. In Figure 8 and Figure 9 , the 'll' prefix stands for the namespace associated with the sample language learning ontology.
Figure 10. The target HTML form is transformed into a SPARQL query for graph matching.
Once the run-time platform resolves the target form field values, it communicates these values to the target widget through a specified FWI function (see Section 4.2 for details). This widget specific function sets the values of form fields respectively by exploiting the fact that variable resource identifiers and form field identifiers are identical; however, one can also exchange HTML form identifiers within event and control messages for more complex widgets (e.g., when there is more than one HTML form in a single interface etc.). Multiple paste events can be executed over the extracted source data (i.e., can be copied into several target forms) as far as data is not overwritten by a new copy event. 
Platform, framework and architecture
The platform is composed of two primary layers (see Figure 11) , namely a run-time system and a backend system. The run-time system resides at the client (e.g., browser) and is responsible for the operational tasks and the delivery of standard platform services (e.g., preference management, cf. (Cáceres, 2011) ) to the widget instances. The backend system resides at the server side and is responsible for the persistence and decision-making. The run-time system and backend system are composed of different components. Regarding the run-time system: (1) Widget containers (e.g., a HTML frame), in our context, hold widget instances in the user space and bridge communication ends of widget instances and the environment. Triggers for basic facilities, related to the presence of a widget instance in the environment such as remove, close, minimize, pin, move etc., are attached to the containers. (2) The environment controller manages presence related facilities, such as (absolute/relative) widget positioning, for widget instances over the widget containers and is responsible for the introduction of new sub-spaces, repositories, and widget instances (widgets from repositories or standalone widgets from the Web). environment. Widget instances communicate events, preferably preferences and data access requests as well, to the platform, and the platform communicates data and control commands for orchestration to the widget instances through the communication channel.
(4) The run-time system core provides standard system services to the widget instances, particularly, for preference management through (4a) the preference management service, for event delivery through (4b) the event management service, and for data access requests to widget backend services through (4c) the data access service using (5) the proxy agent. The core coordinates the orchestration through (4d) the adaptation controller by submitting control commands to the widgets over the communication channel. The adaptation controller handles data mediation and transportation and can utilize a light-weight (6) clientside reasoner for this purpose (e.g., JSW toolkit http://code.google.com/p/owlreasoner/, EYEClient http://n3.restdesc.org/rules/generalized-rules/). The adaptation controller can also submit re-positioning requests to the environment controller (e.g., in order to move involved widgets closer in course of an active interplay). We consider this facility particularly important, since there exists some interdependencies between location expectations of widgets as suggested by Gali and Indurkhya (2010) . Regarding the backend system components, (1) the manager handles preference persistence through (1a) the preference manager and the state of the environment (e.g., widgets, widget positions etc.) through (1b) the widget manager. (1c) The context manager stores event logs and any other contextual information for context based adaptation (cf. (Bettini et al., 2010) ). (1d) The adaptation manager decides on adaptation rules (i.e., control commands), particularly through learning behavioral patterns, and submits them to the adaptation controller. It utilizes a (2) server-side reasoner. (3) The proxy is responsible of retrieving data from external data sources (mainly from widget back-end services) upon receiving a dispatch request, initiated by a widget, from the proxy agent of the run-time system.
We prefer to detail the specification of important components of the platform and The message argument is indeed composite and represented in JSON format as keyvalue pairs, see Figure 13 . A message is composed of a message body and a payload. Regarding the message body, a message type is mandatory. In our context, the following message types are required to be used by a widget: 'event', 'preferenceSet', 'preferenceGet', 'handShake', and 'access'. Regarding the platform, 'control', 'preference', 'handshake', and 'dispatch' message types are required. A return function and/or target function might be required depending on the message type. The latter specifies a function/procedure (i.e., name or alias) in the receiver application that needs to take care of the received message while the former specifies a function in the sender application that the target application must return its response to. The message types are described as follows; unless otherwise noted target and return functions are not required. The 'event' type messages are used to deliver user actions in widgets and an event name needs to be specified by using 'messageName' key. There are two special events with reserved names 'dataSelected' (i.e., copy) and 'formSelected' (i.e., paste) as stated in Section 4.1. A return function needs to be specified, for only the event named 'formSelected', in order to deliver values for matched data items. The 'preferenceSet' and 'preferenceGet' are used for the preference persistence, that is, for storing and retrieving respectively. The 'handShake' message type is used by a widget to deliver its FWI function set to the platform. The 'access' message type is used by a widget for data access (through the proxy of platform); a return function needs to be specified for data dispatching. The 'control' type messages are used by 19 Page the platform to send control commands to widgets; a target function needs to be specified for control messages. The 'preference' type messages are used by the platform to deliver stored preference values to the requesting widgets. The 'handshake' message type is used by the platform to request the function set of a widget's FWI. Finally, the 'dispatch' message type is used by the platform to return the requested data to the requesting widget; a target function is required. Regarding the message payload (i.e., data), it follows the same key-value approach; however, the message payload is not limited to a syntactic key-value structure, particularly for 'event' and 'control' type messages, as explained in Section 4.1. Semantic data (i.e., in form of typed entities) can be exchanged as well with the reserved key 'entity' where each entity is a set of RDF statements serialized in JSON format (cf. Figure 13) . In our context, control commands are derived through analyzing the event log by the platform and a FWI is the point where the platform re-generates events with respect to the extracted patterns. Therefore, each function in a FWI (see Figure 14 , for an example) corresponds to an event (with same name and signature). We also allow widgets to send their FWI function set along the function signatures to the platform with a handshake process in order to support designdriven and other models. The function signature follows the same semantic approach used for the event descriptions. The communication channel activates a listener in order to receive messages (cf. Figure 12 ) and it dynamically invokes corresponding target procedures, particularly when control commands are received.
Message format 1 { // message body 2 "message":{ 3 "messageType":"type of message", 4 "messageName":"name of the message", 5 "returnFunction":"return function name", 6 "targetFunction":"target function name", 7 "data":[ // message payload 8 { "key":"value" }, 9
. We reflect the aforementioned design to the W3C's widget interface specification as depicted in Figure 15 . We define a new attribute named 'channel' for communication, which is made available through initiation of communication channel (cf. Figure 12 ). An attribute named 'access' is defined for cross-origin communication and is built on top of the communication channel (cf. message type 'access'). The preference feature already exists in the current specification; however, in our case, it is built on top of the communication channel as well (cf. message types 'setPreference' and 'getPreference'). The reason is that the preference and data access requests are handled by the platform. 
User behavior mining and system-driven orchestration
We build our system-driven orchestration approach on two possible conditions (see Figure  16 ): (1) two or more widgets can consume the same input data, suggesting that these widgets can run in parallel (cf. Figure 5 ) and (2) one or more widgets can consume the output of another widget, suggesting that the consuming widgets are sequential to the source widget and parallel to each other (cf. Figure 7) . In a user-driven orchestration, a user manually provides (i.e., types) the same set (or sub-set) of data to different widgets and manually copies output data from one widget to another. In the approach described herein, the goal is to learn user behavioral patterns, satisfying one of the aforementioned conditions, and appropriate rules, for firing widgets automatically, from the event log.
In the context of this paper, a behavioral pattern is a recurring sequence of user actions connected with control-flow dependencies (e.g., sequence, parallel, choice etc. refers to an action and each action refers to a user executable function of a widget. Events are considered as being atomic and associated with data items. We investigate the use of workflow/process mining techniques (van der Aalst et al., 2010) to discover user behavioral patterns from the event logs. A variation of the conventional α-algorithm (van der Aalst et al., 2004 ) is used to detect patterns and to extract their topologies (i.e., structure). Decision point analysis (e.g., (Rozinat et al., 2008) ), is used to find the routing criteria at decision points where routing is deterministic with respect to the value of data attributes in the flow.
Figure 16. Possible scenarios for orchestrating widgets: (1) input-input and (2) output-input.
Workflow mining approaches usually assume that there is a fully connected workflow (process) model to be discovered. In most cases, there is even an a priori prescriptive or descriptive model. In purely event-based approaches, the event log is assumed to be complete (van der Aalst et al., 2004) , that is the log is representative and a sufficiently large subset of possible behaviors is observed. The event log is subject to noise due to rare events, missing data, exceptions etc. The use of frequency tables is the most classical approach to deal with the noise (van der Aalst et al., 2004) . Existing approaches are focused on the discovery of the topology (i.e., structure), and a few consider how data affects the routing (e.g., (Rozinat et al., 2008; Rozinat and van der Aalst, 2006) ) by means of decision mining, yet with a syntactic perspective. In behavior mining, there is not an a priori model. It is very unlikely that there is one single connected workflow, but rather there are small fragments (i.e., patterns) representing commonly repeated user behaviors. In order to emphasize this difference, we call these fragments behavioral patterns rather than models. Completeness (in another form), noise, and effect of data on routing are important issues, which we address through the use of ontologies.
In behavior mining, the completeness problem does not exist as such. In workflow mining, parts of a flow structure, existing in reality, might be missing due to unobserved activities. In behavior mining, on the contrary, the subject user constructs the reality and what exists is what we observe. We consider the completeness problem in a different form however, precisely on the basis of exploration. In order to empower users to explore and utilize the full potential of their environments, recommending possible widgets and actions holds a crucial role. Our semantics-based approach enables such recommendations by matching semantics of inputs (i.e., semantic signatures) and/or outputs (i.e., content) of the widgets. Consider an action named 'lookforMeaning' of a widget accepting word type entities and an action 'searchImage' of another widget accepting noun type entities, since each noun is also a word (i.e., subclass), one might assert that these two actions can be run in parallel. The same approach is of use to tackle the noise problem. The semantic match between actions can contribute to the frequency analysis as a heuristic factor. The approach also enables us to exploit high-level semantics of the domain in decision point analysis for learning the routing criteria, for instance, by utilizing ontological class types. Assume that a set of consecutive actions are reported along with the syntactic representation of data consumed in each action -see the footprint in situation (1) of Figure 17 substantially, then one might conclude that whenever the 'searchFor' action is executed in widget A by a particular user, consequently, either widget B or widget C is executed (cf. topology). However, it is not possible to learn the routing criteria, since it is indeed dependent on the type of the entity being searched for. In the situation (2) of Figure 17 , the event data is enriched with ontological classes, hereby one might conclude that whenever a noun type word is searched in widget A, the widget B follows next, otherwise widget C follows (cf. routing criteria). Although the class type information can be incorporated as a separate syntactic attribute, an ontology-based approach provides reasoning support such as the classification of classes.
Figure 17. Application of ontologies for behavior mining.
Once behavioral patterns are discovered along their topology and routing criteria, the next step is creating a formal representation of these patterns in order to enable validation, verification, sharing, and visualization. For this purpose, we employ Colored Petri nets (cf. (Jensen and Kristensen, 2009; Jensen et al., 2007) ) by adopting the approaches presented in Rozinat et al. (2008) and van der Aalst et al. (2004) . Petri nets are a graphical and mathematical modeling tool providing the ability to create, simulate, and execute behavioral models; its sound mathematical model allows analysis (e.g., performance), validation, and verification of behavioral models (e.g., deadlock, liveness, reachability, boundness etc.).
A Petri net (see Figure 18 ) is a graph in which nodes are places (circles) and transitions (rectangles). Places and transitions are connected with directed arcs. Petri nets are marked by placing tokens on places and a transition fires when all its input places (all the places with arcs to a transition) have a token. Colored Petri nets (Jensen and Kristensen, 2009 ) are a type of high level Petri nets allowing the association of data collections with tokens (i.e., colored/typed tokens). A data value attached to a token is called token color. Next to each place, an inscription determines a set of token colors acceptable for each place (i.e., colored places) and the set of possible token colors specified by means of a type called the color set of a place (see Figure 19) . The inscription on the upper side of a place specifies the initial marking of that place (Jensen and Kristensen, 2009) . Input arc expressions (cf. Figure 19 ) can be used to determine when a transition occurs and transition guards can be used to constrain the firing of a transition (cf. Figure 18 ). In our context, a token corresponds to data (Tan et al., 2010) . Learned routing criteria can be represented in terms of rules in the form of arc expressions or guards. The work presented in Gasevic and Devedzic (2006) introduces a Petri net ontology, and can be integrated to utilize ontological reasoning and to support the sharing of behavioral patterns (also see Vidal et al. (2010) ).
Figure 18. Petri nets for widget orchestration: transitions refer to widget functions.
The specifics of our approach are presented in the following. Note that the goal is not to mine full behavioral models, but only the fragments of them, and to realize automated orchestration through the extracted fragments. These fragments need to be simple, yet sound, and short in depth. This is because the target of automation is the end-users, and it is not realistic to bring an excessive number of automated actions to a user's attention. Hereby, in our context, a pattern consists of a triggering action and one or at most two parallel/alternative consequent actions. If there is a single follower action, it is sequential to the triggering action in terms of the execution order. If there are two follower actions, these are sequential to the triggering action in terms of the execution order, and are either parallel to each other or there is a choice in between. The choice between two alternative actions might dependent on constraints (e.g., one widget cannot process a particular type of data attribute) or on the preferences of the end-user. Therefore, we limit our approach to two types of patterns (cf. , and is based on input arc expressions where conditions are either mutually exclusive or overlapping (i.e., combined representation of AND-split, XOR-split and OR-split). The Sequence pattern allows execution of a single action after the triggering action without any alternative. In this respect, the goal becomes, for each possible action a, to detect the most frequent two actions that can run upon the execution of the action a and to extract the decision criteria if there exists a choice in between the selected two actions.
Regarding the pattern extraction procedure, an event log is the starting point. In workflow mining, a log consists of a set of traces and each trace consists of an ordered set of events (i.e., with respect to associated timestamps). Each trace in a log corresponds to a workflow instance (a.k.a. case), and reveals a possible execution path of the target workflow model. Therefore, given a set of traces, which is a sufficiently large subset of possible behaviors, it becomes possible to derive a complete workflow model. However, in our context, the original log indeed consists of a set of user sessions and in every session different pattern instances coexist including arbitrary actions in the form of a continuous series of events. For this reason, the log needs to be processed to generate a meaningful set of traces for each action. Input-input match based patterns and output-input match based patterns are processed separately to extract traces for the sake of simplicity. For the former, we split the log into a set of fragments for every possible triggering action a. More specifically, fragments for action a are constructed by taking each occurrence of event a in the log along z number of predecessor events and z number of successor events (z is the window size that can be defined with respect to the total number of actions, z=2 in our experiments). Data associated with each event in a fragment is matched with data associated with action a where an event should consume the same or a subset of the triggering action a's data. Typed entities are compared with the subsumption test where a subclass relationship should hold (either direction). Events that do not match, any repetitive events, and any re-occurrence of event a are removed from the corresponding fragment. Each resulting fragment represents a trace for action a. Traces based on output-input matches are special, and they are based on specific events: 'dataSelected' (i.e., copy) and 'formSelected' (i.e., paste) (cf. Section 4.1). This is because these two events are one of the best means to capture patterns based on output-input matches. Considering that output of a widget is mostly not a single data chunk, rather a set of data chunks, an output-input match detection would only be possible through comparing all output data of a widget with the candidate widget's input attributes. However, the end-user data mobility facility does not only enhance the user experience but also allows us to detect output-input matches by enabling us to identify the user selected data chunk. The resulting traces are in the form of a series of events consuming the same set (or subset) of data for the input-input match based traces and in the form of series of paste events following a single copy event (e.g., 'dataSelected', 'formSelected', 'formSelected'…) for output-input match based traces. The trace extraction process also eliminates the noise emerging from the arbitrary user events.
After the trace extraction process, the task is to identify the most frequent two follower events for each action, hence actions associated with these events. For this purpose, we employ a substantial variation of the frequency analysis used for the α-algorithm (van der Aalst et al., 2003) . Let W a be a trace set, extracted from the user log W for the action a, over the set of actions L. For the output-input based traces only the a >>> w b relation exists where a is the triggering copy action. After processing the whole trace set of action a, the frequency counter is divided by overall frequency of the action a denoted by #A. This process is repeated for every action over its associated trace set. For each triggering action a, two follower actions, with the highest frequency factor above a specified threshold th, is selected (in our experiments th=0.45). The value of th can be adjusted with respect to the total number of actions or can be set for each triggering action individually (possibly with respect to the number of potential follower actions). It is also possible that no action or only one action is above the threshold. For the former, no follower action is selected and for the latter the pattern becomes a sequence in terms of the execution order (i.e., in a input-input based pattern, theoretically a follower action is parallel to the triggering action; however, it is sequential to the triggering action in terms of the execution order since it is only executed once the triggering action occurs).
For every action a, for which at least one follower action is selected, a decision point analysis (cf. (Rozinat et al., 2008) ) is conducted for determining the firing conditions. Following this idea, every decision point becomes a classification problem, that is classifying a given event instance into a class, representing a follower action with respect to previous observations (i.e., training data). However, the decision point analysis employed by Rozinat et al. (2008) does not consider Multi-Choice patterns (only XOR -a.k.a. Exclusive Choice); hence, the authors approaches the case as a single label classification problem. We consider the problem as a multi-label classification problem where multiple target class labels can be assigned to an instance. Multi-label classification problems can be handled through problem transformation or algorithm adaptation methods. Problem transformation methods force the learning problem into the traditional single-label classification where algorithm adaptation methods adapt an algorithm to directly perform multi-label classification (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) .
Figure 20. Multi-label classification -the resulting decision tree is transformed into a rule set.
We follow the problem adaptation method, when more than one follower action is selected, and apply a well known data mining algorithm, namely C4.5, for the classification. C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993 ) is used to generate decision trees. In the single label classification, a being the triggering action and b, c being the follower actions, an event instance a can be classified into either only b or only c (that is either action b or c follows); however, with the multi-label classification, an event can be classified into only b, only c, or b and c. The approach we use, for the problem transformation, is a variation of the label combination (Boutell et al., 2004) , which considers events with multiple labels as a new class (e.g., b, c, and b-c) . We also add a fourth class named rest referring to negative examples that are not associated either with b or with c. An example training data set, its classification, and rule generation are exemplified in Figure 20 for the triggering action a and selected follower actions b and c. In the training data set (cf. left-hand side of the Figure 20) , each line corresponds to an event instance associated with action a, and each column represents a data attribute. The final column represents the action that followed this event instance. If an event a is followed by both action b and c in the corresponding trace (directly or indirectly), the class label for this event instance is set to the combination of labels of follower action classes (cf. Figure 20) . Given a training data, a C4.5 classifier is trained to classify unlabeled instances. Then, the generated decision tree is transformed into a rule set (cf. the right hand side of the Figure 20) . Each path from the root node of the decision tree to a leaf node represents a different rule. Note that if a single follower action is selected, we conduct a binary classification with C4.5. The obtained rules are committed to the run-time platform (cf. Section 4.2). Whenever an event occurs, the associated event data is compared with the antecedents of the rules available in the rule set of the corresponding event. If a rule is satisfied, the action it specifies in its consequent is executed through submitting a control command to the corresponding widget. If the matching rule has a single label as its consequent, other rules in the rule set are also checked. If the matching rule has a multi-label consequent, the remaining rules are not checked. Regarding the subsumption checking for the entity type constrains taking place in the rule antecedents, dedicated approaches such as class hierarchy encoding technique described in Preuveneers and Berbers (2008) can enhance the clientside performance.
Evaluation and Discussion
We have implemented a partial prototype to prove the applicability of our approaches. Several widgets have been developed for language learning, by adopting the W3C widget specification, with respect to the extensions that we propose; hence, a widget-based personal learning environment (WIPLE) is realized. The widgets we have developed are cross-platform (e.g., Opera platform -https://widgets.opera.com -enables widgets to run on desktop). A demo can be watched online from the following web address http://www.ahmetsoylu.com/pubshare/program2012/.
An example scenario is depicted in Figure 21 where a user watches a video material in the 'mediatic' widget and clicks on a particular word in the subtitle. For this particular user and widget action, the mostly used follower actions belong to the 'dafles' widget and the 'dpc' widget (i.e., input-input match). However, there is a choice in between 'dafles' and 'dpc' with respect to certain rules (cf. (1) in Figure 21 ). If the clicked word is in English, only 'dpc' follows ('dpc' accepts words in English, French, and Dutch whereas 'dafles' is a French dictionary accepting only French words); if the word is in French and of the verb type, 'dafles' follows; and if the word is a French noun, both widgets follow. Assume that the word the user clicked on is a French noun, e.g., 'voiture' (car); in that case, both 'dafles' and 'dpc' widgets are automatically executed. Afterwards, the user clicks on an output item of the 'dafles' widget. For the 'dafles' widget, there is only one follower action which belongs to the 'flickr' widget (i.e., output-input match) with a condition constraining the type of selected output entity to a noun (cf. (2) of Figure 21 ). Since the 'flickr' widget is not at the near vicinity of the 'dafles' widget, first it is automatically moved closer to the 'dafles' widget (cf. (Gali and Indurkhya, 2010) and (3) of Figure 21) . Then, the selected output data chunk is copied to the target 'flickr' HTML form (note that the user does not need to click on the marker of the target form). At this point, the user activates the 'flickr' widget (i.e., clicks on 'zoek' (search) button), and relevant images are retrieved and displayed (cf. (4) of Figure 21 ). The orchestration process is semi-automatic because, for output-input matches, the end-user needs to activate the target widget after data is copied. Indeed, this episode can be fully automated or the same approach can be applied for input-input matches (i.e., copying input data to the target widgets without activating the widget action). Regarding the former, it must be checked that the copied data is sufficient to execute the corresponding actions. However, if the target actions realize sensitive operations such as insert, delete etc. over data, the latter approach might be more appropriate. Application of both approaches is independent of the platform, and depends on the FWIs of individual widgets. Note that semi-automatic widget orchestration is not considered to be hybrid orchestration since the latter requires the involvement of users while selecting appropriate actions to execute.
Figure 21. An example scenario for system-driven widget orchestration.
Regarding the graphical environment, each widget container is associated with a set of presence related operations (cf. (5) of Figure 21 ) such as move, minimize, close, pin, settings etc., and the corresponding visual elements appear when the user moves the cursor over a widget. There exists a task bar where widgets can be minimized to (cf. (6) of Figure 21 ). The task bar also includes a 'Widget Store' tab for adding new widgets, repositories etc. Different workspaces can be created and accessed through the task bar; an alternative can be the use of the browser tabs that will allow a more natural access to different workspaces. Each workspace can be accessed through a distinct URL over different browser tabs.
Qualities of the approach
There exist several approaches for widget orchestration. Prominent ones, namely userdriven, design-driven, distributed, system-driven, and hybrid approaches, have been introduced in Section 2.2 and Section 3. A qualitative comparison of these approaches is given in Table 1 in terms of several major interlinked properties.
An end-user driven approach (without any end-user data mobility support) is fully demand-driven since the control of orchestration is totally held by the end-users where design-driven and distributed approaches lack this characteristic, since the control logic depends on the perception of the skilled users or programmers. System-driven and hybrid approaches maintain the demand-driven characteristic implicitly because the automation logic is extracted from the end-user logs. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 We consider openness in terms of (1) platform and (2) end-user experience. We evaluate openness of the platform in two folds, (a) end-user's ability to add new widgets to her environment and (b) entry barriers (i.e., commitments) that widget/component providers need to overcome. We evaluate openness of the end-user experience as the level of freedom that an end-user has in the orchestration process. A user-driven approach is expected to exhibit a high level of openness since lesser technical commitments and obligations are required (to standards and specifications) and the experience is driven by the end-user herself. A design-driven approach is weak regarding the openness of the end-user experience since the experience is mostly pre-designed. In terms of the platform, it requires more, albeit not substantial, commitments. A distributed approach is similar to a designdriven approach with respect to the openness of the end-user experience; however, it is ranked lower in terms of openness of the platform since each widget also has to implement its own orchestration logic. System-driven and hybrid approaches are more open compared to other approaches, excluding the user-driven orchestration, in both perspectives. This is due to the fact that the end-user experience is driven by the system with implicit user control. In terms of the platform, they require more, albeit not substantial, commitments.
Loose coupling can be evaluated at several levels, such as physical coupling, communication style, type system, interaction pattern, control of process logic, service discovery and binding, and platform dependencies, as described in Krafzig et al. (2004) . For a user-driven approach, we consider loose coupling as a non-existing property because there is no explicit interaction (e.g., data exchange, message communication etc.) between widgets in a user-driven scenario. The level of coupling in other approaches might vary depending on the underlying implementation approach; however, most of the approaches presented in Section 3 follow some blueprints to achieve loose coupling. More specifically, there is no direct physical link between widgets, the communication style is mainly asynchronous, payload semantics is employed rather than strongly typed interface semantics, a data centric interaction pattern is used etc. The system-driven and hybrid approaches are ranked slightly lower due to the central control logic (which is indeed mined, yet in short-term, these approaches are vulnerable to the structural changes in event payloads and if the central control logic fails the whole system fails). The design-driven approach is ranked lowest mainly due to the static functional binding and highly centralized control logic. All the approaches are based on the existence of standardized widget engines guaranteeing platform and OS independence.
The simplicity of the widget development is indeed dependent on the amount and complexity of the required commitments. A user-driven approach can be ranked higher in this respect since the required commitments are minimal. Except the distributed approach, the remaining approaches can be ranked slightly lower due to higher commitments. A distributed approach is ranked lowest since each widget also has to implement its own logic of responsiveness. This becomes particularly difficult due to synchronization problems (i.e., widgets are independent -cf. Section 3). Note that the commitment to standards and specifications is inevitable primarily due to interoperability considerations; however, the more complex and voluminous a standard/specification, the more difficult it will produce simple and open approaches. Therefore a minimalist approach is required.
We consider effortlessness of orchestration from the end-user perspective (i.e., the level of explicit user effort required for the orchestration). A user-driven approach requires endusers to drive their own experience manually where in other approaches orchestration takes place automatically. Therefore one can consider orchestration process in other approaches easier to be realized compared to a user-driven approach (neglecting the appropriateness of the automated actions for the moment). However, in a hybrid approach, control is shared between the end-user and the system; therefore, a hybrid approach is ranked slightly lower compared to other approaches.
The soundness of orchestration refers to the appropriateness of the automated actions in an orchestration process. A user-driven approach can be ranked highest, since it is the end-user who directly chooses the next action. A design-driven approach and distributed approach is ranked lowest among others because the end-user has no implicit or explicit control in the orchestration process. A design-driven approach is ranked slightly higher compared to a distributed approach, since at least a programmer or skilled user (i.e., a human actor) evaluates possible scenarios and designs the control logic accordingly. System-driven and hybrid approaches are based on implicit user control (cf. behavioral patterns); therefore, they can be ranked higher compared to design-driven and distributed approaches. Yet, compared to a user-driven approach, they are ranked lower, since mined patterns cannot be considered equal to the explicit user request in terms of their reliability and accuracy. A hybrid approach is slightly better than a system-driven approach, since control is shared between the end-user and the system and at certain points explicit user input is requested.
Autonomy of orchestration is regarded as the capacity of an orchestration process to be self-organized, that is its control logic is not explicitly driven by an end-user or programmer. This does not hold for user-driven and design-driven approaches. Other approaches are not directly dependent on a human user for the orchestration logic. A hybrid approach is ranked slightly lower since at certain points it requires human involvement.
Given the aforementioned comparisons and discussion, system-driven and hybrid approaches are ranked highest in overall. There exist a trade of between two approaches in terms of soundness and simplicity of the orchestration. Since a hybrid approach mediates with the end-user at some points (e.g., in a case of uncertainty), the resulting automation can be more reliable. However, control is shifted towards the end-user. Note that user involvement (cf. (Soylu et al., 2011a; Spiekermann, 2008) ) in automation is required at some degree, particularly under ambiguity and when severe implications are probable (e.g., delete, insert actions etc.). A hybrid approach compromises autonomy and easiness of orchestration (from end-user point of view) for the soundness of orchestration.
Patterns and decision points
One of the problems with Petri nets and some of the process mining techniques is the representation and the identification of advanced patterns, for our context, particularly Multi-Choice patterns; the α-algorithm can only mine some kind of OR patterns while there are other algorithms, such as a multi-phase miner and region based techniques, that can mine larger classes of process models (van der Aalst, 2011a; b). Nevertheless, Multi-Choice patterns even might be reduced to XOR-splits or AND-splits by most of the noise elimination techniques. In our approach, we adopted frequency analysis (that is normally used for noise elimination) to detect the mostly appearing follower actions. The topology and the routing criteria are identified with decision point analysis. Therefore, the limitations regarding MultiChoice pattern do not apply to our approach. Although Petri nets do not provide any means for explicit representation of OR-splits, since patterns subject to our work are small scale Figure 19) .
Probably due to the aforementioned considerations, the decision mining approach employed for decision point analysis in Rozinat et al. (2008) and Rozinat and van der Aalst (2006) omits OR-splits (i.e., Multi-Choice). The label combination approach that we follow, for multi-label classification, might be problematic since it may lead to data sets with a large number of classes and few examples per class (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) . Let L be the set of disjoint labels; the number of class labels in a combined label set L c is the sum of kcombinations of L for every possible value of k where 1 ≤ k ≤ |L|. That is combined label set L c increases in polynomial magnitude with respect to |L|:
However, this does not affect our approach due to the small size of L, i.e., |L|=2 and |L c |=3. The affect can be analyzed through two concepts, namely label cardinality and label density, introduced in Tsoumakas and Katakis (2007) . Let D be a multi-label data set with |D| number of multi-label examples (x i ,Y i ), i=1…|D| where x i refers to a particular instance and Y i refers labels associated with x i . The label cardinality and label density of D is defined as follows:
The label cardinality of D is the average number of labels of the examples in D, and the label density of D is the average number of labels of the examples in D divided by |L| (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) . Our case is a 2-class multi-label classification problem where |L|=2. Each example in D is associated with at least one label. Therefore, in one extreme (the target pattern is an XOR-split), every example will be associated with one label which will make LC(D)=1 and LD(D)=0.5, and in the other extreme (the target pattern is an AND-split), every example will be associated with two labels which will result in LC(D)=2 and LD(D)=1. Accordingly, in our context, the label density is minimum 0.5. We compare this minimum label density with the densities of twenty-two open-access multi-label data sets (|L|>2), from diverse domains, which are available at http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets.html (Mulan (Tsoumakas et al., 2011) -an open-source Java library for learning from multi-label datasets). Information regarding the data sets and comparison results are shown in Table 2 . The final column (2C ratio) presents 2-class minimum density ratio to the individual densities of the data sets. According to the results, after excluding the extreme cases, EUR-Lex (ed) and EUR-Lex (dc) data sets, the average ratio is 19,8 (i.e., on average a 2-class multi-label data set is 19.8 times denser than a multi-label data set with |L|>2). The results confirm that, in our context, any 2-class multi-label data set will probably be denser than other multilabel data sets with higher number of labels. This also holds in terms of attribute numbers where a large number of attributes is another reason for sparse data sets. In the data sets presented in Table 2 , the number of attributes varies from min. 72 to max. 49060; a widget action is not expected to consume more than 6-7 attributes. Therefore we expect that the approach will not encounter a severe sparse data set problem.
If one wants to perform multi-label classification with a higher number of labels, e.g., where more than two follower actions are necessary, the use of algorithm adaptation methods is preferable; the Mulan library (Tsoumakas et al., 2011) includes a variety of stateof-the-art algorithms for performing several multi-label learning tasks. At the moment we use an offline learning approach, that is, after collecting a substantial amount of data, patterns and decision rules are generated. However, we face a concept drift problem (cf. (Widmer and Kubat, 1996) ) since the distribution underling the instances or the rules underlying their labeling might change over time (e.g., user's preferences change). This is because, after certain patterns and rules are learned and put into effect, the events and data occurring later will be the result of the automated actions themselves and changes in user preferences and the environment will not be reflected. Therefore, it is a must to develop methods and techniques to alleviate this problem and probably to enable end-users to communicate inappropriate automations without disrupting the end-user experience by putting end-users under an excessive load. We are also interested in the possibility to generate patterns and rules with on-line learning through data stream mining (cf. (Gaber et al., 2005) ) by extracting patterns from continuous data records. There already exist algorithms and frameworks to support data stream mining (e.g., (Bifet et al., 2010) ).
End-user experiment and assessment
We conducted a preliminary user experiment and survey in order to test the effectiveness of our approach. The user experiment and survey were performed with four widgets and six users. The profiles of the test users are given in Table 3 (1 for 'very poor', 5 for 'very good').
The first goal of the user experiment was to test the performance of the mining approach. The experiment was realized in three sessions for each user individually (1.5 hours in total for each user). A five minutes introduction to WIPLE and widgets was given to each user, and users were given the opportunity to get familiar with the WIPLE and widgets before the experiment. The first session consisted of four cycles; at each cycle, the users were given fifteen English words, and asked to comprehend the word by using the existing widgets (i.e., the 'flickr' widget that retrieves images associated with a particular word, the 'mediatic' widget that allows watching videos with subtitles, the 'dpc' widget that retrieves example sentences which include a specified word, and a new widget named 'engDict' that is an English-to-English dictionary). However, each cycle had a specified widget that the user had to start off with for each word (e.g., for cycle 2, the user always had to use the 'DPC' widget first, for each word, before using any other widgets) in order to ensure even data distribution. A total of sixty English words were used at the first session. The second session had four cycles as well and was similar to the first session; however, only ten words were given per cycle. A total of forty words were used in the second session. The words, which were used at the first and second sessions, were selected at a difficulty level above the ability level of the test users in order to ensure use of multiple widgets for each case (i.e., word). The first session was used for generating training data regarding the usage behaviors of the test users. After the first session, patterns were mined for each user. The data gathered at the second session was used as test data. Recalling our approach, at the first stage, we select the mostly used two following actions for each action and perform a 2-class multi-label classification to mine the selection criteria at the second stage. We have analyzed the second stage in Section 5.2 and we want to evaluate the overall two-stage approach here. The overall approach itself can be considered as a multi-label classification problem as well where L is the set of widget actions excluding the triggering action itself which is subject of the classification. The L should not be confused with the label set used in 2-class multi-label classification at stage two which is simply the subset of L denoted here. In this respect, we can use evaluation metrics used for multi-label classification problems to evaluate the overall approach. In multi-label classification a result can be fully correct, partly correct, or fully incorrect (Boutell et al., 2004) . For instance, say 'engDict' is found to be most frequent for the 'mediatic' widget along with an empty decision criterion (i.e., follows in any case) for a particular user. In the test session, after using the 'mediatic' widget, the test user might execute 'engDict' (fully correct), 'dpc' (fully incorrect), 'engDict' and 'dpc' (partly correct), 'engDict' and 'flickr' (partly correct) etc. The following metrics (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) were used for performance evaluation: (1) Hamming Loss (Schapire and Singer, 2000) , (2) accuracy, (3) precision, and (4) recall (Godbole and Sarawagi, 2004) .
Let D be a multi-label test data set with |D| multi-label examples (x i , Y i ) where i = 1…|D| and Y i subset of L; let H be a multi-label classifier and Z i = H(x i ) be the set of labels predicted by H for x i (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) . Accordingly, Hamming Loss, accuracy, precision, and recall are defined in the following where ∆ stands for the symmetric difference of two sets, m is the total number of widget actions, and |L| = m-1. The evaluation results are shown in Table 4 . Although the approach is yet to be experimented with larger user groups and a higher number of widgets in different contexts, the experiments resulted in extraction of different patterns due to varying characteristics of the test users; therefore the results suggest that the mining approach is indeed promising. The user experience with the automated system (the third session which is described in what follows) revealed that indeed the accuracy, precision, and recall can deviate from what we have observed. This is due to the possibility that users might feel uncomfortable or comfortable with an automated action whether it does or does not follow his intention. Therefore, in future experiments we plan to measure perceived accuracy, precision and recall along their observed values. In order to acquire perceived values, another controlled session with automation can be conducted. After each automation users can be asked to comment if they see the automated widgets appropriate and if not which widgets they were about to use. The third session of the experiment was used as a basis for the end-user assessments and the usability analysis by means of an experience survey, and realized through a thinkaloud manner. In Virzi (1992) , the author suggests that five-six test users are usually sufficient to find major usability problems (around %85); therefore, the aim of this preliminary user study was to detect major usability problems in early stages of our prototype and to provide input for the ongoing development process. In this third session, the generated rules were put in force in the platform and users were asked to use the system again with a different set of words. During the session, users were asked five Likertscale questions: (1) 'How useful do you find the mashup idea regardless of the prototype that you have just used?', (2) 'How successful do you find the system you have just used?', (3) 'How do you like the data mobility facility?' , (4) 'How do you like the orchestration facility?', and (5) 'How do you like the dynamic widget relocation?'. Users were first asked to comment on the question including any recommendations and then to give a rank between 1 (very poor) and 5 (very good). The survey results are shown in Table 5 . Test users arguably found the widget-based mashup idea quite useful and promising; most of the users immediately commented on possible uses and scenarios. Regarding our WIPLE implementation, expectedly, users found it yet to be improved. Users mainly demanded a more uniform interface and a higher degree of customization such as widget sizes, colors etc. Users mainly found the data mobility facility useful; two users commented that rather than using mouse clicks for copying data, they would prefer a drag and drop 34 Page facility supported with more visual cues (e.g., an animation). The widget orchestration facility was found very useful and users mostly reported on their past experiences in which they had needed such a facility. Widget relocation was mainly found useful; however, two users did not prefer sliding effect since they found it time consuming. One user commented that this could be customized (e.g., glow effect, sliding etc.) and user preferences on widget locations could also be learned and reflected while moving interacting widgets closer. The results suggest that the approach does not include any major usability problems; however, the platform interface has to be improved along with a customization support. During the first and second session, we observed that there might be various factors, other than the match between widgets, affecting the preferences of a user while combining functionalities of different widgets. For instance, two users, with comparatively lower language levels, usually omitted the 'dpc' widget, since they did find the example sentences provided by 'DPC' widget pretty long and complex. These two users were also indifferent to the word types and firstly preferred checking the meaning of the word and then possibly its image if it is a concrete noun. Another user with comparatively higher level language skills usually differentiated nouns and verbs and preferred checking the image of the word more often; however, the user found most of the retrieved images irrelevant and did not visit this widget as much as expected. These observations confirm that an orchestration approach, that is only based on syntactic or semantic match between widgets, is far from satisfying user preferences; however, the match between widgets can be quite useful to guide naive end-users to explore different possibilities.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we first have provided a broad overview of the mashup landscape with a holistic approach and set the links between widget-based UI mashups with orchestration, which we named mashups by orchestration, and web-based personal environments. We have discussed several prominent approaches for the realization of mashups by orchestration and opted for a system-driven approach where the system (i.e., the widget platform) learns user behavioral patterns from the user logs and automates the interplay between widgets accordingly. We have identified several generic challenges concerning most of the possible approaches and specific challenges mainly concerning a system-driven orchestration approach. We have described and addressed these changes in three main folds: (1) widget interoperability, (2) platform and architecture, and (3) user behavior mining. We have investigated widget interoperability in two levels, namely application interoperability and data interoperability. We have introduced functional widget interfaces (FWI), with which widgets disclose their functionality, for application interoperability and employed semantic web technologies, particularly ontologies and embedded semantics (e.g., eRDF, RDFa, microformats, microdata), for data interoperability. We have built an enduser data mobility facility on top of this interoperability infrastructure; this facility allows end-users to copy data from one widget to another. For this purpose, we have specified techniques for annotating HTML forms and matching user selected data with the HTML form elements. We have specified a reference platform and architecture, introduced a communication channel and message format, and extended W3C's widget specification respectively. We have employed workflow mining and multi-label classification techniques within a two-stage approach for mining behavioral patterns in terms of their topology and routing criteria. We have employed Colored Petri nets for representation of the behavioral patterns. Finally, we have provided a preliminary evaluation of our approach in terms of its qualities, performance of the mining approach, and its usability with a prototype. The results suggested that our approach is promising.
The future work firstly includes maturation of the prototype and larger scale experiments for different application domains. Investigation of methods and techniques for dealing with concept drift problem and the exploration of applicability of an on-line pattern 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 mining approach based on data stream mining are also of crucial. We believe that with the standardization of widget technologies, e.g., widgets, platforms (e.g., run-time system/environment, development frameworks etc.), and reference architectures, the widgetization of existing web applications (particularly dynamic approaches) will be of crucial importance due to the growing interest for personal environments and widget-based UI mashups in different domains (e.g., (Back and Bailey, 2010) ). In this respect, we are interested in designing means for the automated widgetization of existing applications through harvesting application semantics from the interfaces of applications (i.e., with embedded semantics, cf. (Soylu et al., 2012) ). The interface annotation can be automated if the original application is developed with a Model Driven Development approach employing ontologies as a modeling paradigm (cf. (Fraternali et al., 2010; Soylu et al., 2011a) ). Finally, an interesting application of widget-based UI mashups is to enable end-users to program their personal and pervasive environments in which digital and physical entities are encapsulated by means of widgets (cf. (Kindberg et al., 2002; Laga et al., 2010; Soylu et al., 2010a) ). In other words, the aim is to allow end-users to generate mashups by composition through demonstration to program their pervasive spaces (cf. (Srbljic et al., 2009; Tuchinda et al., 2011) ). Our infrastructure and learning approach can be adapted for such purposes . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
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